2022-23 CONFIRMATION: SCHEDULE & REQUIREMENTS

CLASS SCHEDULE:

SEPTEMBER
21   Large Group- Intro
28   Large Group- Jesus

OCTOBER
5    Small Group- Jesus
12   Large Group- Jesus/Service
19** No Class- Special Worship
22/23 Urban Plunge
26   Halloween Block Party

NOVEMBER
2    Small Group- Jesus/Missions
9    Large Group- God & Holy Spirit
16   Small Group- God & Holy Spirit
23   No WNL
30   Large Group- Viewpoints

DECEMBER
7    Small Group- Review & Reflect
14   Large Group- Christmas Party
22   No WNL
29   No WNL

JANUARY
2    NO WNL
11   Small Group- Worship
18   Large Group- Worship
25   Small Group- Worship

FEBRUARY
1    Large Group- Prayer
8    Small Group- Prayer
15   Large Group- Sacraments
23   ASH WEDNESDAY

MARCH
1    Small Group- Sacraments
8    Large Group- First-Plymouth
15   No WNL- SPRING BREAK
22   Small Group- First-Plymouth
29   Large Group- The UCC

APRIL
5    Small Group- Reflection
12   Large Group- Decision
19   Large & Small Group- Finished!
22   Confirmation Service @ 5:30pm
**WORSHIP EXPERIENCE SCHEDULE:**

All confirmation students are required to attend and write a reflection (in notebooks) about each of the different worship services throughout the year.

- 9am Worship
- 10:30am Worship
- 11:59 Worship
- FP South
- 5:30pm Saturday Worship (Chapel)
- Compline Service @ 7pm (once a month)
- Anybody Everybody Service @ 5:15pm (Sat) (Mayflower Hall)
- Online Worship Service @9am

**MATT TALBOT DATES:**

All confirmation students are required to volunteer 1 time at Matt Talbot throughout confirmation. Here are the available dates. A sign-up genius will be emailed and available on our website: firstplymouth.org/confirmation

- Nov 12
- Dec 10
- Jan 14
- Feb 11
- Mar 11
- Apr 8

**MSYG:**

Confirmation students are required to attend MSYG each week as part of the confirmation process.

- MSYG: 6:15-7:00PM (Youth Room)

We also encourage youth to participate in IRL on Sundays @ 9 or 10:30am

**VOLUNTEER HOURS:**

We ask that confirmation students complete 15 hours of volunteering throughout the confirmation process. We will provide opportunities as they become available, but also encourage youth to be creative in the ways they can serve our community.